






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































                                               
 
 
16!In!the!Encyclopedia,of,Time,!Cryptozoology!stands!as!“[T]he!study!of!animals!that!are!
hypothesized!to!exist,!but!concrete!physical!evidence!to!prove!their!existence!has!not!yet!been!
found.!These!‘unknown!animals’!could!be!either!undiscovered!species!or!living!specimens!of!
species!thought!to!be!extinct.!The!term!is!derived!from!the!Greek,!and!means!literally!‘the!study!of!
hidden!animals’”!(James!Birx).!
!
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In!the!balancing!plane!of!the!other!side,!hierarchies!collapse!and!
curiousness!of!the!animal!turns!into!an!understanding!of!our!relationships!with!
nonhuman!species!and!ourselves.!In!examining!the!other!side,!Broglio!states!that!
a!“knowledge,!including!selfRknowledge,!occurs!at!the!‘inside’!or!privileged!
interiority!of!the!human!becomes!divided!and!opened”!(48).!My!artwork!allows!
viewers!to!imagine!a!place!where!the!human!and!nonhuman!exists!as!coR
species,!intertwined!through!interior/exterior!surface!and!space.!Looking!beyond!
the!anthropocentric!divide!furthers!apprehension!on!what!it!is!like!to!look!beyond!
a!human,!towards!a!human!animal.!!
 !
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T+H+R+E+E++
+
This!chapter!expounds!the!trajectory!for!my!Master’s!project.!Within!this!section,!I!
highlight!the!various!intersections!within!my!interdisciplinary!practice!where!
methodologies!and!methods!meet!to!encompass!a!qualitative!research!and!
practiceRled!method!of!inquiry.!With!the!considerations!of!a!selfRreflexive!
standpoint!from!which!the!artwork!develops,!and!the!importance!of!site!that!
conveys!the!conceptual!framework!of!biophilia!and!interconnectivity,!this!
research!design!reflects!the!direction!of!my!thinking,!observations,!writing,!and!
artistic!creations.!!
 !
!
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M+E+T+H+O+D+O+L+O+G+Y++
My!engagement!with!artistic!projects!is!intuitive,!the!organic!nature!of!my!
practice!is!supported!by!a!sense!of!organization!and!discipline.!My!influences!are!
concrete!and!flux!within!microRinterests!sparked!by!everyday!occurrences!that!
relate!to!the!major!themes!of!human,!animal!and!vegetal/botanical!relations.!The!
way!my!mood!changes!when!the!sun!is!visible,!the!aroma!of!herbal!tea,!the!
connections!I!feel!when!I!am!surrounded!by!wilderness,!or!how!I!am!more!likely!
to!acknowledge!someone’s!pet!companion!before!them—these!life!moments!
reflect!my!interests!in!biological!exploration,!animal!relations!and!biophilia!that!
shape!my!artistic!practice.!My!methodology!follows!a!qualitative!approach!and!a!
practiceRled!method!of!inquiry.!I!develop!artworks!that!reference!selfR
reflexiveness,!and!scientific!and!philosophic!theories.!This!position!gives!me!the!
opportunity!to!contextualize!experiences!and!relations!as!well!as!establish!
progression!towards!rewilding!humans!as!animalist!embodiments!of!nature.!!!
Within!the!scope!of!qualitative!research,!there!are!numerous!conventional!
subcategories!and!countless!possible!methodologies!in!which,!as!proposed!by!
Thomas!Schram,!“leave!many!of!those!who!seek!a!common!defining!thread!in!a!
state!of!despair”!(2).!My!research!methods!are!driven!by!my!studio!practice,!
where!I!gain!an!understanding!of!possible!underlying!reasons!and!motivations!for!
humanRanimal!investigations.!By!means!of!sculpture!and!drawing,!I!use!my!
experiences!in!the!natural!biosphere!and!interactions!with!nonhuman!species!as!
a!mainspring!for!production.!These!areas!of!investigation!comprise!an!
interdisciplinary!framework!that!embodies!theories!of!biology,!selfRexploration!
through!reflexiveness,!humanRanimal!philosophy!and!means!of!artistic!
!
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production.!These!speculations!are!represented!in!my!artwork!by!the!means!of!
drawings!that!explore!biophilia!through!specific!dialogues!or!transitional!hybrid!
drawings,!sculptural!work!that!combines!bodily!characteristics,!and!material!
representations!of!different!species!that!constitute!intraspeciation.!!
! The!seed!of!my!art!practice!and!research!lies!within!my!own!experience!
as!an!intraspeciated!biophiliac.!Coming!from!a!small!town,!I!consider!myself!to!
be!intuitively!connected!to!nonhuman!species!and!my!own!animality!from!having!
a!close!proximity!to!nonhuman!animals!and!wildernessl!inducing!a!sense!of!
biophilia!any!time!I!am!of!propinquity!to!forests,!marshes,!companion!species,!
grass,!greenhouses,!undomesticated!animals,!etc.!In!Untimely,Meditations,!
philosopher!Friedrich!Nietzsche!expands!on!communication!between!human!and!
animal!which!sparked!a!childhood!memory:!!
A!human!being!may!well!ask!an!animal:!“why!do!you!not!speak!to!me!of!
your!happiness!but!only!stand!and!gaze!at!me?”!and!the!animal!would!
like!to!answer,!and!say:!“The!reason!is!I!always!forget!what!I!was!going!to!
say”—but!then!he!forgot!this!answer!too,!and!stayed!silent:!so!that!the!
human!being!was!left!wondering!(60R61).!!
! !
I!remember!at!a!young!age,!I!sat!with!my!cat!in!a!small!area!of!cleared!land!at!
home!and!talked!to!her!like!she!understood!what!I!was!saying!and!reassured!her!
that!if!she!talked,!I!would!not!tell!anyonel!secret!safe!with!me,!believing!that!she!
would!respond.!In!investigating!scholarly!sources!of!humanRanimal!studies,!it!is!
the!memories!that!I!hold!and!experiences!I!endured!that!work!as!an!entryRpoint!in!
my!practice.!Collectively,!my!art!practice!aims!to!revisualize!the!points!of!
connection!between!the!nonhuman!and!human!animal,!and!vegetal/botanical!life!
in!order!to!denaturalize!the!power!binaries!of!species.!!
!
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! SelfRreflexivity!promotes!a!subjective!standpoint!in!the!sense!that!it!is!
open!to!interpretation.!My!artistic!practice!is!selfRreflexive!but!opens!itself!to!
numerous!possibilities!of!interpretation!through!crossing!boarders!of!the!
human/animal!divide.!My!approach!to!art!making!within!the!parameters!of!my!
thesis!project!theorizes!an!academic!model!but!is!primarily!influenced!by!my!
intuition!and!speculation.!Libby!Plumridge!and!Rachel!Thomson!in!Longitudinal,
Qualitative,Studies,and,The,Reflexive,Self!explain!selfRreflexiveness!as!a!
practicing!methodology!that!“speaks!to!the!dynamic!process!of!how!individuals!
make!meaning!of!their!lives!and!incorporate!these!meanings!as!a!basis!for!future!
action”!(214).!Within!the!elements!that!comprise!of!my!research!and!artistic!
approach,!selfRreflexiveness!and!intuition!rests!on!and!lends!itself!to!how!I!feel!as!
an!intraspeciated!human!animal!who!embraces!biophilia!and!animality.!!
 +
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C+U+L+T+I+V+A+T+I+N+G++I+N+T+E+R+C+O+N+N+E+C+T+I+V+I+T+Y++
What!is!pivotal!to!my!research!method!is!the!development!of!artworks!
that!incorporate!literal!or!representational!bodies!of!nonhuman!and!human!
species!through!material!use.!Important!to!my!creative!process!is!the!use!of!
organic!and!inorganic!material!through!the!positions!they!occupy.!Materials!such!
as!moss,!clay,!dirt,!soil,!seeds,!plantRbased!material,!minerals,!fur,!hair,!and!
antlers!are!used!in!conjunction!with!synthetic!materials!such!as!latex,!wax,!
plaster,!and!various!plastics.!!
In!the!process!of!making!a!hybrid!body!that!combines!characteristics!of!
both!human!and!animal,!I!use!inorganic!materials!to!symbolize!the!synthetic!
human!and!humanistic!qualities!of!social!and!technological!advancements.!The!
organic!materials!represent!animality,!intraspeciation!and!references!to!biophilia.!
The!objective!of!using!these!elements!simultaneously!provide!viewers!with!a!
sense!of!togetherness!between!human!and!animal!through!the!tactility!of!the!
materials!used.!In!the!process!of!actually!applying!these!materials!to!body!
moulds,!I!am!physically!embedding!animality!back!into!the!human!body!which!
can!be!seen!in!Untitled,(Icosahedron,Matter),(Fig.!10).!!
!
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!
Fig.!10.!Untitled,(Icosahedron,Matter),,plaster,!acrylic,!moss,!dog!fur,!quartz!and!iron!pyrite,!2015!
!
This!artwork!reclaims!organic!elements!and!embeds!them!within!synthetic!
material!and!through!this!performance,!creates!a!dialogue!between!nonhuman!
and!human!species!where!the!materials!become!crucial!in!the!process!of!
intraspeciation.!The!greenhouse!where!my!artwork!is!displayed!speaks!to!ideas!
that!surround!my!research!and!art!practice.!The!materials!I!use!to!represent!
animality!and!human!ties!to!other!organisms!are!intensified!when!the!aspect!of!
biophilia!is!introduced!through!site.!!
!
+
 
 
 
+
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B+i+o+p+h+i+l+i+a+c++C+o+n+s+e+r+v+a+t+o+r+y++
My!thesis!exhibition!was!installed!in!the!Allan!Gardens!Conservatory,!
located!on!Sherbourne!and!Gerrard!street,!downtown!Toronto!(Fig.11).!
!
Fig.!11.!Allan!Gardens!Conservatory,!Toronto,!Ontario!!
http://torontobotanicalgarden.ca/getRgardening/publicRgardens/allanRgardens/!
!
The!Allan!Gardens!Conservatory!is!a!major!historic!landmark!developed!in!1910!
which!was!designated!under!the!Ontario!Heritage!Act.!This!castRiron!and!glass!
domed!conservatory!possesses!a!permanent!collection!of!botanical,!exotic!plants!
and!seasonal!flowers.!May!Woods!and!Arete!Warren!in!Glass,Houses,express!
the!history!of!greenhouses!and!conservatories!to!be!“a!study!of!architecture”!that!
has!been!“influenced!by!man’s!perception!of!the!needs!of!tender!plants,!and!his!
desire!to!enjoy!them”!(i).!With!the!previously!discussed!advantages!of!biospheric!
exposure,!human!developments!created!a!false!and!organized!wilderness!in!an!
enclosed!area!in!order!to!be!able!to!enjoy!a!remote!reflection!of!the!natural!
biosphere.!In!the!spirit!of!inquiry!regarding!other!species,!the!concept!of!the!
conservatory!becomes!a!cabinet!of!curiosity!as!“curiosity,!aesthetic!satisfaction!
!
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and!discernment!were!still!the!reasons!that!made!the!nobly!born!and!educated!
collect!foreign!plants”!(Woods!and!Warren!32).!Despite!the!falsehood!of!the!
domed!environment,!upon!entering!the!conservatory,!there!is!a!shift!in!mood!and!
heightened!senses!when!surrounded!by!the!humid,!earth!smelling!greenhouse!
packed!with!plant!life.!The!conservatory!introduces!the!affective!phenomena!of!
biophilia.!In!saying!so,!visitors!are!expected!to!walk!through!the!entirety!of!the!
conservatory!upon!entering!the!exhibition!space!to!induce!a!shift!in!perception!
and!sensation.!!
In!using!the!Allan!Gardens!Conservatory!as!an!exhibition!space,!I!have!
been!influenced!by!the!work!of!conceptual!artists!Liesbeth!Bik!and!Jos!van!der!
Pol!who!have!created!an!installation!that!reflects!the!concept!of!biophilia.!!Are,
You,Really,Sure,that,a,Floor,Can’t,Also,Be,a,Ceiling?!(Fig.!12)!is!an!installation!
that!resembles!a!modern!conservatory!structure.!The!large!container!holds!
hundreds!of!butterflies!and!with!scientific!assistance,!are!situated!in!an!
appropriated!natural!habitat.!Bik!Van!der!Pol’s!installation!lends!itself!to!the!duos!
reflection!of!the!relationship!between!man!and!nature!with!the!enclosed!“natural”!
environment!and!incorporation!of!butterflies.!The!installation!acts!as!a!
commentary!on!species!that!are!sensitive!to!climate!change!while!also!providing!
an!intimate!experience!for!visitors!as!a!limited!amount!of!people!are!allowed!to!
enter!the!work!at!a!time.!
!
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!
Fig.!12.!Bik!Van!der!Pol,!Are,You,Really,Sure,a,Floor,Can’t,Also,Be,a,Ceiling?,!installation,!2011!
http://www.designboom.com/art/bikRvanRderRpolRbutterflyRhouseRatRmacro/!
!
Within!the!correlation!of!my!artwork!that!represents!human!animal!
connections!with!other!species,!the!phenomena!of!biophilia!and!intraspeciation,!
displaying!my!work!in!a!greenhouse!conservatory!not!only!intensifies!these!
elements,!but!questions!the!very!dichotomy!that!separates!us!all!through!the!
Great!Divide.!A!conservatory!is!a!place!where!“sunlight!is!free!and!cheering!to!
the!spiritl!even!on!a!dull!day!a!glass!room!feels!bright.!To!be!surrounded!by!
plants!and!flowers!gives!constant!pleasure,!especially!for!the!gardener!who!
enjoys!watching!new!shoots!develop!and!buds!unfold”!(Woods!and!Warren!198).!
In!the!aims!of!providing!an!experience!of!lifted!spirits!and!heightened!senses!
through!biophilia,!the!body!of!work!I!display!in!the!Allan!Gardens!Conservatory!
provides!an!opportunity!for!viewers!to!revisit!their!animalistic!roots.!!
 +
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C+O+N+C+L+U+S+I+O+N+
+
+
And!this!time!before!world,!this!prehistory!of!man,!returns!to!humanity!as!the!
figure!of!the!animal.!Animal!being!forces!humanity!to!acknowledge!the!finitude!of!
world:!that!is,!animals!tear!humanity!away!from!the!imagined!totality!of!world.!
!
—Akira!Mizuta!Lippit,!Electric,Animal,,2000:!71!
!
!
! Intraspeciation,Within,the,Ontological,Biosphere!captures!a!momentl!an!
animal!moment,!in!which!all!species!are!interconnected.!Through!this!body!of!
work,!I!have!addressed!my!personal!experience!of!intraspeciation!through!
subjective!interpretation!to!bring!intimacy!to!material!narratives!that!illustrate!coR
species!relationships.!Within!a!theoretical,!ideological!and!material!framework,!I!
have!created!a!body!of!work!that!provides!possible!answers!to!the!question!of!
biophilia!by!reflecting!on!what!it!is!to!be!animal.!These!intuitive!artworks!based!
on!biophilia!and!intraspeciation!are!fabricated!by!my!encounters!and!memories!
and!are!based!on!observations.!My!relationship!with!other!species!continues!and!
my!observations!stay!prevalent!which!encourages!possibilities!of!becomingU
animal!and!becoming,with.!I!continue!to!consider!relations!and!connections!
between!species!within!biological!exploration!and!ethological!findings!to!further!
my!practice!as!an!artist.!!
Within!this!thesis!project,!I!have!come!to!better!understand!human!
animality!by!investigating!relationships!amongst!species!and!have!projected!this!
understanding!through!material!investigation.!I!have!combined!organic!and!
inorganic!material!to!create!narrative!dialogues!between!species!in!response!to!
ethological!findings!made!by!Konrad!Lorenz!and!evolution!theories!provided!by!
Charles!Darwin.!This!has!enriched!my!material!understanding!of!representations!
!
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of!different!species!by!speaking!to!the!notion!of!connectivity!through!tactility.!The!
original!proposal!for!this!project!was!to!consider!specific!scientific!developments,!
and!to!shed!light!on!human!and!animal!similarities!as!a!response,!and!to!apply!
these!findings!to!the!development!of!artworks.!Although,!the!longer!I!lived!in!
Toronto,!the!more!I!became!reminiscent!of!my!past!encounters!with!other!
species!and!the!wilderness!I!longed!for.!Introducing!the!biosphere!as!an!area!of!
biophilia!and!connection!between!human!and!nonhuman!animals!has!allowed!me!
to!further!my!questioning!and!has!led!me!to!the!premise!of!the!term!
intraspeciation!which!acts!as!a!process!and!response!to!the!topics!addressed.!As!
the!project!developed,!my!interests!became!more!lyrical!in!the!sense!that!I!was!
using!biological!exploration!as!a!guide!to!investigate!human!and!nonhuman!
relationships!and!to!reflect!on!my!emotional!connection!to!past!encounters!with!
other!nonhuman!animals!and!the!biosphere.!A!selfRreflexive!and!intuitive!process!
as!appose!to!using!solely!scientific!evidence!to!provide!affirmation!on!anatomical!
and!behavioral!similarities!amongst!species!allowed!me!to!embed!and!physically!
mould!myself!in!my!research!which!was!reflected!in!the!process!of!casting!my!
body.!This!leap!into!body!moulds!and!casting!was!an!insight!into!new!possibilities!
of!investigation!around!my!role!as!a!human!animal!and!how!interspecies!
relationships!can!emerge.!!
My!research!has!enabled!the!examination!and!speculation!of!ambiguous!
relationships!amongst!species!in!respect!to!my!practice!in!sculpture!and!drawing.!
Pairing!my!art!practice!with!my!interest!in!biological!similarities!has!created!a!
dialogue!that!considers!an!ethical!stance!that!reRevaluates!humanRanimal!
relationships!as!well!as!theoretical!considerations!of!looking!beyond!the!
!
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human/animal!divide.!This!particular!standpoint!has!been!augmented!by!
presenting!my!work!in!the!Allan!Gardens!Conservatory.!Prior!to!the!exhibition,!
the!more!I!investigated!the!conservatory,!the!more!it!became!crucial!to!show!my!
work!in!this!particular!space.!As!I!walked!through!the!conservatory!to!evaluate!its!
impact!on!my!artwork,!it!became!clearer!that!the!space!would!underscore!the!
themes!of!biophilia!and!human!animality.!The!sensations!associated!with!the!
space!corresponded!and!intensified!elements!of!my!work.!Most!viewers!entering!
the!space!were!pursuing!biophiliac!curiosities!and!immediately!linked!the!
artworks!to!human!condition!and!nature.!A!strong!source!of!biophilia,!the!love!
and!curiosity!of!other!species!are!brought!to!the!forefront!in!this!plant!cultivated!
dome!which!ultimately!complimented!a!visual!language!driven!by!the!concept!of!
intraspeciation.!!
An!interesting!component!of!the!investigation!of!biophilia!was!brought!by!
the!physical!interaction!between!the!surrounding!environment!climate!and!my!
tactile!work!which!strengthened!the!notions!of!transformation,!becoming,!and!
animality.!The!particular!piece!Unearthed,(Fig.!13)!went!through!the!state!of!
transformation!because!of!the!nature!of!the!material!used!and!the!high!heat!that!
was!shining!through!the!glass!dome!during!the!span!of!the!exhibition.!
!
!
!
!
!
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!
Fig.!13.!Unearthed,!gel!wax,!loose!leaf!tea,!porcupine!quills,!dog!fur,!plaster,!string,!silicone!rubber,!
organic!materials,!before!and!after!details,!2016!
!
The!gel!foot!in!the!acrylic!box!went!through!a!transitional!metamorphosis!as!the!
heat!from!the!sun!melted!the!gel.!This!provided!an!unintentional!experience!of!
directly!viewing!the!process!of!animality!as!the!more!the!foot!morphed,!the!more!
it!became!an!intriguing!animalistic!section!of!the!fleshliness!of!intraspeciation.!!
Within!the!process!of!this!thesis,!by!responding!to!the!questions!on!
human!and!nonhuman!relationships!and!ties!to!the!biosphere,!I!have!contributed!
valuable!research!on!human!animality!through!the!process!of!examining!human!
and!nonhuman!connectivity.!I!have!addressed!my!questioning!with!a!holistic!
approach!to!open!doors!to!new!perceptions!on!how!we!see!ourselves!as!animals!
and!to!look!beyond!the!human/animal!divide.!I!have!challenged!the!social!
dichotomy!that!separates!human!from!animal!by!investigating!a!plane!of!
connectivity!through!the!exploration!and!development!of!intraspeciation!which!
has!manifested!in!and!through!my!artwork.!In!challenging!the!human/animal!
divide,!I!argue!that!human!animals!possess!innate!connections!to!nonhuman!
species!because!we,!as!humans,!are!animal.!We!are!drawn!to!our!likeness!and!
!
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kinshipl!we!are!intertwined!in!each!others!being!as!we!collectively!share!
attributes.!In!exploring!concepts!for!my!thesis!project,!I!encountered!topics!that!
fell!outside!of!the!scope!of!my!research!that!would!be!useful!as!future!
explorations!of!human!and!animal!relationships.!These!topics!can!prompt!and!
persuade!possible!areas!of!research!such!as:!the!exploration!of!biophilia!in!
enclosed!areas,!nonhuman!animals!in!spaces!as!artistic!contribution!or!
collaborative!work!between!nonhuman!and!human!animals,!performance!as!
animal!through!notions!of!animality,!longing!for!the!natural!world!and!the!
meaning!of!nature,!importance!of!site!in!regards!to!the!phenomena!of!biophilia,!
and,!human!and!animal!loss,!death,!and!emotion.!These!areas!of!investigation!
stand!as!endless!possibilities!of!creative!approaches!and!multidisciplinary!cross!
overs!between!areas!of!science!and!art.!These!possible!areas!of!topical!concern!
are!creative!engagements!that!correspond!to!human!understanding!of!animals!
and!the!connections!and!relationships!in!between.!!
This!body!of!work!and!thesis!brings!me!toward!further!experimentation!
and!investigation.!The!dimension!of!further!exploration!within!my!art!practice!will!
manifest!in!material!use,!site!specificity,!concepts!regarding!human!and!
nonhuman!animal!relations,!bioRintegration,!performative!processes!and!
expanding!my!curiosity!across!the!other!side!of!the!human/animal!divide!by!the!
suggestions!of!removing!barriers.!As!this!project!has!captured!a!brief!exploratory!
investigation!of!humanRanimal!connections,!it!is!a!project!that!will!continuously!
develop!and!expand!through!speculative!curiosityl!I!will!bring!my!work!one!step!
further!by!questioning!how!as!an!artist,!I!can!reach!a!higher!degree!of!animality.!
As!misconceptions!and!disruptions!encroach!on!remnants!of!our!preexisting!
!
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biosphere!and!the!species!that!coRexist,!I!will!forever!allow!a!sense!of!biophilia!
and!animality!reveal!itself!back!into!my!art.!!!
 +
!
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